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Peter Lee
4 Robinson Avenue
Minnamurra 2533
I would again like my objection to the proposed Boral Sandmine to be noted.
The proximity to the existing Kiama tip site is just too close for there not to be leaching of toxic material from
this site towards the proposed land owned by Dunmore House.
Clearly this would not be 100 metres.
The tip site itself has been a major concern to council and residents for many years and any disturbance has the
very real possibility of promoting a catastrophic impact on our lovely Minnamurra river.
The impact of which would in my lifetime be irreparable.
The risk to such a community asset is simply not worth taking for such a short term gain.
Boral have already admitted the quantities involved are small and they fully intend it to be a grab and cash
concern leaving the community to deal with any long term consequences.
As a daily user of the road fronting Minnamurra tip and Dunmore House I see the very real possibility of
serious accidents with trucks turning both in and out of the site. Trucks coming into the site turning off the
expressway onto Riverside drive is a real cause for concern, as is slow moving trucks entering Riverside Drive
before reaching the expressway.
The second part of the proposed mine to leave a dam adjacent to the river has a significant impact on what is
left of a endangered habitat and old growth trees which is home to many native plants, animals and birds. Even
Boral have noted a rare eagle in their impact statement get plan to remove a number of large eucalyptus trees.
I am strongly against the proposed sand mine and hope my views as a long time Minnamurra resident if 46
years are acknowledged
Yours sincerely
Peter Lee
Sent from my iPhone

